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A vision-based automatic tracking and observation system installed on an ROV has
successfully tracked midwater ocean animals such as jellyfish in Monterey Bay, California.
This system uses stereo vision to localize the tracking vehicle with respect to the target
of interest and closes control loops to maintain the target in the views of the cameras.
Reliance on the vision sensor imposes a constraint on the control system performance
to keep the target in the fields of view of the cameras at all times. The constraint can
be expressed as maximum allowable pointing and positioning errors, which are inversely
proportional to the standoff distance to the specimen. For the system to track small
specimens at short range, the constraint of keeping the target within the vision cones
becomes very difficult to maintain continuously and the out-of-frame events that result are
unrecoverable for the current technology. To expand the operational envelope of the system
to include observation of smaller specimens at short standoff distances, a new approach is
demonstrated that complements vision with sensors typically found on underwater vehicles.
This approach softens the constraint of the viewing cones of the vision system by allowing
tracking to continue during brief out-of-frame events. A non-linear multi-rate estimator
implemented with a Sigma Point Kalman Filter (SPKF) fuses vision with water-relative
velocities from a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) and other vehicle measurements. With
this estimator, the target’s position relative to the vehicle is propagated during periods
of time when the specimen cannot be seen. The design of an estimator for this problem
requires consideration of issues such as assumptions about the motion dynamics of the
target, limited knowledge of the vehicle’s dynamic model and robustness to unmodeled
disturbances. Simulated tracking results and data from field experiments are presented.

I.

Introduction

he development in recent years of remotely operated vehicles (rovs) and autonomous underwater vehicles
T
(auvs) has enabled much ocean science to move from indirect to direct methods of observation. For
example, at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (mbari), biologists use rovs to observe in situ
the behaviors of a wide range of gelatinous animals.1–4 However, long-term studies are limited by pilot
fatigue and have motivated the development of automated solutions to the tracking of midwater animals.
A vision-based system for automatic tracking and observation of ocean animals in the midwater has been
demonstrated in Monterey Bay, California.5–8 This system has been demonstrated as a pilot assist installed
on the mbari rov Ventana. Stereo cameras are used to measure the relative position between the tracking
vehicle and the animal being observed. Control loops are closed to maintain a constant standoff distance and
relative heading from the control cameras to the specimen. Photographs of the rov Ventana and the stereo
camera set used for relative position sensing are included in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). The stereo vision system
imposes a constraint on the current system that the specimen must be maintained in the fields of view of
both cameras at all times. When tracking a fairly large target that can be kept at a standoff distance from
the cameras on the order of 1 m, a fairly large tracking error envelope is permitted before this constraint is
violated. To track smaller targets, a much shorter standoff distance must be maintained to make the target
sufficiently viewable. This requires precise control of the rov to keep the target within the constraints of
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(a)
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Figure 1. (a) The ROV Ventana, configured with cameras for midwater tracking (circled, top center) – the
high definition science camera is indicated in the lower circle, (b) close-up view of the tracking cameras, (c)
Ventana being lowered into the ocean – the DVL instrument is at the rear of Ventana (lower right).

the viewing cones, on the order of tens of centimeters. Between the disturbance environment on the rov
(such as due to snap tether loads), swimming motions of the specimen, and the relatively low bandwidth of
the vehicle/thruster system, avoidance of out-of-frame events on the vision sensor under these conditions is
very difficult. These events are unrecoverable for a vision-only system.
A new multi-sensor approach to this problem is presented in this paper that complements the stereo
vision system with measurements from other sensors typically found on underwater robotic vehicles. This
solution allows tracking to continue without vision for brief periods of time when excursions or occlusions
prevent the target from being seen by the cameras. The intuition guiding the approach for this case is to
have the tracking vehicle use its other sensors to track the spot in the water column where the lost target is
expected to be. Measurements of water-relative velocities from a Doppler Velocity Log (dvl) combined with
heading and angular rates make the vehicle’s velocity relative to the water column observable. Coupled with
the relative position measured by the vision system, the motion of the target in the water column becomes
observable as well. These measurements are fused by a dynamic estimator which naturally handles losses
of subsets of the sensors, including both cameras simultaneously, for brief periods of time by propagating
estimates using the remaining measurements and low-order approximations of the dynamics of the vehicle
and target. The design of a robust estimator for this problem requires consideration of several issues including
the assumptions about the specimen’s motion behavior, uncertainty in the dynamic models of the vehicle,
toleration of unmodeled disturbances and lag issues when coupling this estimator to the control system. A
successful estimator design allows the absolute constraint on control error excursions to be treated instead
as a goal objective that can be violated briefly without interrupting the long-term observation of the animal.
Thus, the operational envelope of the observation system is expanded to include smaller targets that require
much closer standoff distances to be maintained.
Section II of this paper summarizes the design of the vision-based localization system and the tracking
control system that maintains the target in the view of the cameras, and defines the control error limits
imposed on the integrated system by the vision sensor. Section III defines the new multi-sensor approach to
tracking using several vehicle sensors to complement vision, including the design of a non-linear estimator in
the form of a Sigma Point Kalman Filter (spkf) to fuse available measurements. Section IV presents some
example results from field trials in the ocean.

II.
A.

Vision-Based Tracking in the Midwater

Localization and Control for Observation of Midwater Animals

The vision-based automatic tracking system is installed as a pilot assist on the rov Ventana. The close-up
photographs of Figure 2 were taken during recent experiments using this system. The system’s architecture,
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(a) A Solmissus jellyfish.

(b) A Gonatus squid.

(c) A Colobonema jellyfish makes a sudden swimming motion
while being tracked by the automatic tracking system, evading
the tracking system, time-lapse at 1 sec intervals.

Figure 2. Example photos taken by the automatic tracking system in Monterey Bay, CA.

including interfaces to the human operator(s), is depicted in Figure 3.
The tracking system is operated from a surface
Surface Support Vessel
support vessel, the R/V Point Lobos. The rov is
Scientist
operated by a human pilot who is directed by a
ROV Control Computer
scientist to choose a specimen in the midwater to
Control Output
Human Pilot
+
Saturation
track. To initialize the system, the rov pilot posiTracking System
tions the vehicle such that the specimen is visible in
Computer /
Tracking
Display
the viewing cones of both control cameras, and at a
Sys Enable
close enough range that the vision algorithms on the
Tether
tracking system computer can “see” the specimen.
With the animal visible in both cameras, the trackStereo Camera Camera Pan/Tilt
ing system uses the calibrated intrinsic parameters
Pair
Angles
Thrusters
of each camera and the calibrated parameters of the
Compass,
Science Camera
DVL
Angular Rates
stereo rig to triangulate to the animal. Thus, a relaROV
tive position for use by the automatic control system
is generated. After confirming that the sensing system is tracking correctly and the vehicle’s relative Figure 3. Block diagram of tracking system hardware
and its interaction with the human ROV pilot and sciposition to the target is steady, the automatic con- entist.
trol system is engaged.
The coordinate frames used by the tracking system are illustrated in Figure 4. The stereo camera pair measures the position of the tracked animal in the
sensor frame (subscript s) defined to be aligned with one camera. Using measurements of the pan and tilt
angles of the camera mount, this position vector is transformed into the vehicle frame (subscript v) where
control loops are closed using the vehicle’s thrusters. The control loops position the vehicle such that the
specimen is always in the fields-of-view of both cameras. The control system operates in a cylindrical coordinate system centered on the animal that matches its objective - to keep the vehicle pointed at the animal
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and at a constant distance from it. Thus, the measurement is converted to the form of Equation 1, made up
of the distance to the specimen (r), relative heading to the specimen (ψrel ) and relative altitude (zrel ).
j

yv = [r ψrel zrel ]T

(1)

The closed-loop control system strives to regulate this vector to a constant value that places the object at
the center of the views of the cameras.
The control loops are closed using the vehicle’s hydraulic thrusters. Vehicle thrusters are set up in three
pairs, one to actuate fore/aft and (differentially) yaw,
one for lateral motion, and one for vertical. Thrusters
do not actively control the vehicle’s pitch and roll angles, which are instead stabilized by passive buoyancy
moments.
With the specimen maintained in view of the upper cameras, the rov Ventana’s high definition science camera (the large lower camera of Figure 1(a))
is free to move without disturbing the control system.
Hence, the scientist may freely pan, tilt, shoulder and
zoom this camera to capture close-up film and still
photographs.
(a)
Complete descriptions of the system hardware and
of
the
design of the vision and control algorithms are
yj
found in the references.6–8
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B. Constraints Imposed on Control Performance by the Vision Sensor
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Figure 4. Vision-based sensing (a) coupled with
cylindrical control system (b) for tracking of midwater ocean animals. In (a), subscripts indicate frames
as water (w), sensor (s), vehicle (v) and jelly (j). In
(b), the vehicle is indicated by the rectangle, the target jelly by the circle.

The size of the shared viewable volume of the cameras
for a given target and standoff distance imparts constraints on the performance of the control system (or
the rov pilot during initialization) required to maintain the animal within that volume. These limits can
be explicitly quantified, and the camera system is designed to mitigate their effects.8 This section provides
a brief summary of these limits, which become more
severe when tracking small, mobile specimens, motivating the new approach of Section III to soften these
constraints.
To be visible in both cameras, the target must be
within their shared viewable volume, as defined by the
fields-of-view of the cameras and their relative position
and orientation. In addition to these constraints, an
effective constraint on distance to the target is imposed by the vision algorithms used to track the animal in each image stream. This constraint takes the
form of a minimum percent occupancy of the image
that a target must occupy to be discerned consistently
from marine snow and other image noise. This occupancy, O, depends on the camera field-of-view (ωs ),
the standoff distance between the cameras and target

(rs ), and the size of the target (D).
The vision algorithms for this application require that the minimum occupancy, Omin , of a target be
approximately 8% of the view. Hence, given Omin , the target’s diameter, D, and the field-of-view of the
camera, ωs , it is possible to calculate max rs , the maximum allowable standoff distance at which the target
can be “seen” by the tracking system. Finally, given the standoff distance and the parameters of the cameras
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Table 1. Calculated maximum standoff distances (relative to the cameras) and control errors for different sizes
of observation specimen.

D (cm)
10
5
2.5

max

max ψ
ev

rs (m)
1.54
0.77
0.38

(deg)
6.3
4.1
2.1

max x
es

(cm)
41
21
10

and their location on the tracking vehicle, constraints on pointing and positioning by the controller (or pilot
during initialization) may be calculated.
For the horizontally aligned stereo camera pair used on Ventana, shown in Figure 1(b), maximum errors
max x
in pointing, max eψ
es , can be approximated . Originally
v , and positioning in the plane of camera vertical,
8
reported in previous work, Table 1 tabulates maximum control errors (as a function of target diameter)
required to maintain the target in the views of both cameras at all times.
Table 1 illustrates how restrictive the constraints on control performance become as tracking specimens
reach a size of 2.5 cm and smaller. This accuracy is difficult to maintain without interruption for long periods
of time and motivate the capability to recover automatically from loss of view of the target.

III.
A.

A Multi-Sensor Approach to Tracking

Recasting Tracking into the Water Frame

To soften the inviolable constraint that the vision sensor imposes on the midwater tracking system, other
vehicle sensors are available to provide additional information about the tracking situation. rovs such as
Ventana typically are instrumented with an array of sensors, such as velocity sensors, sonar, current meters,
compass, inclinometers and rate gyros.
To supplement the vision-based system with the information available from other vehicle sensors, all
measurements and states must be brought into a consistent reference frame. The vision-based system operates
in a target-centered frame, i.e., all measurements and observable states are relative to the target frame, j.
A heading measurement is used to align the target frame’s orientation with the earth-fixed north-east-down
(NED) frame. However, when tracking the target through the water, both the target and the tracking vehicle
are moving independently through the water column, which is itself not fixed with respect to the earth. a
The water frame is assumed to align with the earth-fixed NED frame, but with a constant current velocity
with respect to the earth.
Figure 4(b) includes information necessary for recasting the problem into the water frame. p is the
position of the target in the water frame, q is the position of the vehicle in the water frame, λ is the
orientation of the vehicle in the water frame, and r is the relative position of the target with respect to the
vehicle. The system is modeled with the following state vector and equations of motion:
x=

v

ω

f

p

h

ẋ = f (x, u , u , λ, ω, n , n ) =

rv







q̇v
d
dt rv
d
dt q̇v
d
dt ṗw

ṗw

iT

= v Rw (λ) · ṗw − q̇v − ω × rv

= g uv + nf , q̇v − ω × q̇v
= np

(2)

(3)

In Equation 3, coordinate systems are indicated with subscripts, w and v, indicating the water frame
and vehicle frame body coordinates respectively. The function g(·) represents the translational dynamics of
the vehicle in the water, which can contain terms accounting for the relationships between the thrusters, the
vehicle’s dry and added masses and damping forces.
Note also that the orientation is assumed to have only small pitch and roll angles, therefore angular
velocity may be approximated as equal to Euler rates. v Rw (λ) is the rotation matrix, based on the vehicle’s
a An assumption is made, and is carried through this paper, that the water current is steady and therefore the water frame
may be treated as inertial.
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orientation, λ, which rotates vectors from the water frame to the vehicle frame. ω is the angular rate of the
vehicle, expressed in body coordinates.
Note that both λ and ω are not treated as states of the estimator, but rather used directly as inputs to
the process model.b The choice to remove them from the state vector was made to reduce the order of the
estimator, and is possible due to the reliability and quality of the sensors used on the vehicle to measure
these quantities, as well as their availability at a high sample rate.
The design choices regarding the function for the vehicle dynamics, g(·), and for the target dynamics are
discussed later in Section C.
B.
1.

Sensor Models
Cameras

The camera set chosen includes two identically designed cameras, model Pegasus by Insite Pacific, Inc.
(shown in Figure 1(b)). These have a horizontal field-of-view of 48 degrees, and a vertical field-of-view of
37 degrees. They are mounted with a short baseline of 10 cm, converging slightly at an angle of 10 degrees.
The vision-processing component of the system executes at a 10 Hz rate. For each camera (superscript i),
the measurement model is given by:
n  (i)
o
v
(i)
(i)
s
(4)
s(i)
=
h
p
(r
)
=
d
T
+ n(i)
·
r
v
v
cam
cam
cam
Here, p(·) is the projection function for a pinhole camera model, and d(i) {·} is a lens distortion model
(i)
as calibrated for the ith camera.9, 10 The matrix s Tv is the homogeneous transformation matrix which
transforms vectors expressed in vehicle coordinates to the coordinates of camera i. This matrix is based on
sensed pan and tilt angles from the stereo camera mount and the measured location of that mount with
respect to the vehicle’s center.
2.

Doppler Velocity Log (DVL)

This instrument, an RD Instruments Workhorse dvl, is mounted at the rear of the rov Ventana (as shown
in Figure 1(c)). This instrument provides measurements of its velocity with respect to the water at a nominal
rate of 5 Hz. The dvl is modeled here by Equation 5, which includes the coupling of the vehicle’s angular
velocity into this instrument’s readings. Note that the dvl is assumed to be aligned with the vehicle’s axes,
but located at position rdvl
from the vehicle’s center.
v

dvl
vdvl = hdvl x, ndvl = vv + ω × rdvl
v +n
C.

(5)

Estimator Design

With the process and sensor models defined in the previous subsections, several design choices, both quantitative and qualitative, must still be made in designing this estimator. These include the type of estimation
structure, the rate of operation of each component, and handling of the unavailability of some or all sensors
for short periods of time.
Due to the highly nonlinear sensor models and the nonlinearities in the process model, a Sigma-Point
Kalman Filter (spkf), using the Unscented Kalman Filter (ukf) implementation11, 12 was chosen here.
The spkf is an estimator that provides the ability to naturally handle nonlinearity in both the process
and sensor models without linearizing those models and without incurring significant computational costs
compared to an Extended Kalman Filter (ekf), which requires model linearization about the mean state
estimate. Note that the same assumptions of Gaussian uncertainty as are made with the ekf are made
with the spkf. However, while the ekf linearizes the models and propagates the Gaussian uncertainties
through the equations linearly, the spkf approximates the state estimates and their Gaussian uncertainties
numerically using a deterministically selected set of “sigma” points. These points are propagated through
the nonlinear process and sensor models, and the resulting mean estimates and covariances are calculated
using those outputs.
b These quantities are sensed by an Octans gyrocompass and Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS) (a product
of Photonetics), which includes fiber optic gyros that measure angular rates and computes vehicle angles with respect to the
earth. The gyrocompass is monitored at 10 Hz (the fastest sample rate used within this system).
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The architecture relating the process and sensor models for the midwater tracking system and their interaction with the system’s sensors is illustrated in Figure 5. This diagram illustrates a number of features of
this estimator. The handling of sensor validities and the multiple rates at which sensors are sampled is represented by the block labeled “Multi-Rate/Validity Processing”. This process dynamically assembles available
sensor measurements into the vector, y, and constructs a measurement covariance matrix, Rn based on the
subset of measurements available. Thus the estimator runs at the fastest rate at which sensor measurements
are collected (10 Hz). Via this block, the measurement update dynamically adjusts its structure to prevent
sensor readings that have been flagged as “not valid” from being applied to the estimation process. This
happens often, particularly with the vision system, whose recognition component is designed to reject false
tracking matches,6 and also occurs during out-of-frame events when the tracking specimen leaves the view
of the cameras, or when the specimen is visible in only one camera. This same mechanism also handles the
slower update rate of the dvl, which is nominally 5 Hz, by only adding vdvl and its associated covariance to
y and Rn when new, valid data are available. The flexibility of the Kalman filter architecture that is carried
through to the spkf allows this adjustment to happen naturally without modification to the core estimation
algorithms.
Figure 5 also illustrates the interaction between
Estimator
auxiliary sensors (those used directly by the process
and sensor models of Equations 3-5) and the estimator’s components. Specifically, the vehicle’s angles
Time Update
Measurement Update
and angular rates from the Octans gyrocompass are
used by both the process and sensor models, while
the sensed camera pan and tilt angles are used only
Multi-Rate /
y, Rn
by the sensor models to predict camera measures , s valid
Validity
v
, v valid
Processing
ments, per Equation 4.
s , s valid
v new
During out-of-frame events, when no vision updates are available, nominally every other 10 Hz exCamera Pan/
ecution cycle occurs with no measurements available
Compass,
Stereo Camera
DVL
Tilt
Angular Rates
Pair
Angles
since the dvl samples at 5 Hz. During these cycles,
Sensors
no measurement update occurs at all, and state estimates are propagated via the time updates only
(although some feedback occurs through the use of
Figure 5. Estimator architecture.
sensed angular rates and angles in the time update).
The function g(·) in Equation 3, which represents the translational dynamics of the vehicle in the water
is defined here in Equation 6 to be a purely kinematic model driven by white noise acceleration.

g uv + nf , q̇v = nf
(6)
1

1

dvl

2

2

dvl

dvl

This choice is made for several reasons, including the presence of large disturbances from tether forces and
variable, non-zero thruster null settings, and often varying dynamics of the tracking vehicle due to thruster
hydraulics variability and the specific science equipment installed on the vehicle on a given day. This large
degree of uncertainty in the dynamic modeling motivates the choice of the simplistic but flexible white noise
acceleration model of Equation 6.
Even less information is available to model the dynamics of the target specimen, some of which can swim
actively in the water column. Thus, the model of Equation 3, a white noise Gaussian acceleration model,
was chosen with the magnitude of np set to be large enough to allow the estimator to track accelerations
by the target. The implications of this choice manifest as lags by the estimator when large accelerations or
decelerations occur. This effect must be traded off with the desire to filter out the substantial noise in the
sensed water-relative velocities from the dvl that make the target’s velocity observable.
The results to follow implement this estimator with the following quantitative choices regarding the noise
properties of the sensors and disturbances. The sensor noise standard deviations assumed were 2 pixels for
each camera measurement (in a 160x120 image) and 3 cm/s on the dvl water velocities. Vehicle disturbance
process noise standard deviation, np , was set to 0.5 volts on all axes (on a scale with limits at ±5 volts for
thruster command levels). The target model uses a white noise acceleration standard deviation on all axes
of 4 cm/s2 .
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IV.

Results

Results from field testing of this estimator in the loop with the control system are shown in Figures 6
and 7. These figures present a typical result where the system recovered from an out-of-frame event. In this
case, the rov pilot injected a disturbance that pushed the vehicle downward until the target was lost from
view of the cameras. Note that the time references in Figures 6 and 7 are not aligned. The sequence of
pictures in Figure 6 begins slightly after the vision system has declared the target not visible (due to being
very close to the border of the image).
While no “truth” data is available in the field, the jump in the estimated rv vector when vision is
reacquired provides an approximation of the error growth during the out-of-frame period. In this case, the
estimator went without vision updates for 6.4 seconds and accumulated an error of approximately [0.14 0.17
0.05] [xyz] m, based on the difference between the estimate and the initial triangulation result when the
control system restored the specimen to the views of the tracking cameras. This error growth is slow enough
that tracking to the position in the water column at which the estimator places the target is sufficiently
accurate to bring the target back into view.

(a) t = 0 s

(b) t = 0.5 s

(d) t = 3.7 s

(c) t = 2.5 s

(e) t = 4.6 s

Figure 6. Recovery from losing the target (a Solmissus jellyfish) from the fields-of-view of the control cameras.

V.

Conclusion

A new approach for this system of using a multi-sensor dynamic estimator that tracks the motions of both
the target and the tracking vehicle in the water frame, rather than only relative positions and velocities, has
been demonstrated. With this new approach, the system is able to track to the location in the water column
where it believes the target to be during any brief periods when it cannot be seen by the tracking cameras.
This method has been proven effective in the ocean during trials in which disturbances were artificially
applied to the tracking vehicle to force an out-of-frame event from which the tracking system recovers. The
tracking system, augmented with these new capabilities, now has the potential to track smaller and more
agile targets for longer duration observation periods by continuing the tracking process even when short
duration disturbance events prevent the tracker from maintaining the target in its camera’s views.
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Figure 7. Estimation results for rv components during recovery from losing the target. Legend: dotted estimator, solid - vision-only triangulation. Circles demarcate the period of the “out-of-frame” event.
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